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Ghost WarsThe Secret History of the CIA, Afghanistan and Bin LadenPenguin UK
Congressman and human and religious rights advocate Frank Wolf shows readers what
one person can do to fight injustice and relieve suffering, sharing stories of his
adventures from the halls of political power to other dangerous places around the world.
This updated edition contains new analysis on the situation in Iraq and the war against
terrorism. Sold over 10,000 copies in hardcover. No one outside the intelligence
services knows more about their culture than Thomas Powers. In this book he tells
stories of shadowy successes, ghastly failures, and, more often, gripping uncertainties.
They range from the CIA's long cold war struggle with its Russian adversary to debates
about the use of secret intelligence in a democratic society, and urgent contemporary
issues such as whether the CIA and the FBI can defend America against terrorism.
A sweeping portrait of the turmoil of the twentieth century and the legacy of
immigration, as seen through the German-American family of the celebrated book
publisher Kurt Wolff A literary gem researched over a year the author spent living in
Berlin, Endpapers excavates the extraordinary histories of the author’s grandfather and
father: the renowned publisher Kurt Wolff, dubbed “perhaps the twentieth century’s
most discriminating publisher” by the New York Times Book Review, and his son Niko,
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who fought in the Wehrmacht during World War II before coming to America. Kurt Wolff
was born in Bonn into a highly cultured German-Jewish family, whose ancestors
included converts to Christianity, among them Baron Moritz von Haber, whose desire to
demand satisfaction in a duel sparked off bloody antisemitic riots. Always bookish, Kurt
became a publisher at twenty-three, setting up his own firm and publishing Franz Kafka,
Joseph Roth, Karl Kraus, and many other authors whose books would soon be burned
by the Nazis. Fleeing Germany in 1933, a day after the Reichstag fire, Kurt and his
second wife, Helen, sought refuge in France, Italy, and ultimately New York, where in a
small Greenwich Village apartment they founded Pantheon Books. Pantheon would
soon take its own place in literary history with the publication of Nobel laureate Boris
Pasternak’s novel Doctor Zhivago, and as the conduit that brought major European
works to the States. But Kurt’s taciturn son Niko, offspring of his first marriage to
Elisabeth Merck, was left behind in Germany, where despite his Jewish heritage he
served the Nazis on two fronts. As Alexander Wolff visits dusty archives and meets
distant relatives, he discovers secrets that never made it to the land of fresh starts,
including the connection between Hitler and the family pharmaceutical firm E. Merck,
and the story of a half-brother Niko never knew. With surprising revelations from neverbefore-published family letters, diaries, and photographs, Endpapers is a moving and
intimate family story, weaving a literary tapestry of the perils, triumphs, and secrets of
history and exile.
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Containing explosive details of operations unknown even to 99% of serving SAS men,
this is the definitive history of the regiment written by an ex-SAS soldier of 23 years'
experience. Connor reveals how the assassination of President Kennedy gave the SAS
truly global significance. He tells the truth about SAS involvement in the Falklands War
and the Gulf War and about their operation against the IRA in Gibraltar. Compiled from
personal experience and the eye-witness accounts of friends and colleagues, this book
reveals the inside story of SAS operations in both conventional war and counterterrorist operations. 'Controversial, blistering and unique' - Andy McNab
Reveals the covert operations that have brought the United States and Iran to the brink
of open war, including Iran's proposal for peace after 9/11, which was rejected by
President Bush, and Iran's secret army in post-U.S. invasion Iraq.
Describes how, after the 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, maverick Texas
congressman Charlie Wilson persuaded his colleagues to fund the CIA's efforts to arm
the mujahideen and recounts the repercussions of that covert operation.
A history of the end of the arms race describes the Soviet Union's development of an
automatic retaliatory attack system, the United States's efforts to create space-based
missile defenses, and the struggle to prevent nuclear weapons from being acquired by
terrorists.
Provides a comprehensive overview of the CIA's and other covert agencies' operations
in Afghanistan, from the Soviet invasion in 1979 through the summer of 2001, detailing
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the rise of the Taliban and bin Laden, the secret efforts of the CIA to capture or kill bin
Laden since 1998, and their failure to stop bin Laden, al Qaeda, and the events of
September 11th.
An investigation into the secretive corporation traces the period between the Exxon Valdez
accident and the Deepwater Horizion spill to profile chief executives Lee Raymond and Rex
Tillerson as well as the company's role in violent international incidents.
The first authoritative history of American's longest war by one of the world's leading scholarpractitioners. The American war in Afghanistan, which began in 2001, is now the longest
armed conflict in the nation's history. It is currently winding down, and American troops are
likely to leave soon but only after a stay of nearly two decades. In The American War in
Afghanistan, Carter Malkasian provides the first comprehensive history of the entire conflict.
Malkasian is both a leading academic authority on the subject and an experienced practitioner,
having spent nearly two years working in the Afghan countryside and going on to serve as the
senior advisor to General Joseph Dunford, the US military commander in Afghanistan and later
the chairman of the joint chiefs of staff. Drawing from a deep well of local knowledge,
understanding of Pashto, and review of primary source documents, Malkasian moves through
the war's multiple phases: the 2001 invasion and after; the light American footprint during the
2003 Iraq invasion; the resurgence of the Taliban in 2006, the Obama-era surge, and the
various resets in strategy and force allocations that occurred from 2011 onward, culminating in
the 2018-2020 peace talks. Malkasian lived through much of it, and draws from his own
experiences to provide a unique vantage point on the war. Today, the Taliban is the most
powerful faction, and sees victory as probable. The ultimate outcome after America leaves is
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inherently unpredictable given the multitude of actors there, but one thing is sure: the war did
not go as America had hoped. Although the al-Qa'eda leader Osama bin Laden was killed and
no major attack on the American homeland was carried out after 2001, the United States was
unable to end the violence or hand off the war to the Afghan authorities, which could not
survive without US military backing. The American War in Afghanistan explains why the war
had such a disappointing outcome. Wise and all-encompassing, The American War in
Afghanistan provides a truly vivid portrait of the conflict in all of its phases that will remain the
authoritative account for years to come.
The world's weaponry is showcased inside this spectacular visual guide. From the spears and
swords of ancient times to the guns and grenades of modern warfare, 5,000 years of weaponry
are explored and explained in unprecedented detail. Military History profiles key arms and
armaments and conveys technologies and tactics across hundreds of pages of dramatic
photography and accessible text. Find out how war is waged between battleships at sea, tanks
on the battlefield, and fighter planes in the skies. Climb siege towers, drive chariots, enter
medieval fortresses, fly unmanned drones, and detect stealth bombers. You will also
experience virtual tours of iconic vehicles, including the T-34 Tank, the Lockheed F-117 Stealth
Bomber, and the AH-64 Apache helicopter. And discover the leaders, battles, and weapons of
war that have changed the course of history, and understand the lasting impact of global
conflicts. This complete history of weaponry is essential reading for military enthusiasts of all
ages.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * The first definitive history of the Mossad, Shin Bet, and
the IDF's targeted killing programs, hailed by The New York Times as "an exceptional work, a
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humane book about an incendiary subject." WINNER OF THE NATIONAL JEWISH BOOK
AWARD IN HISTORY NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY
JENNIFER SZALAI, THE NEW YORK TIMES NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The Economist * The New York Times Book Review * BBC History Magazine *
Mother Jones * Kirkus Reviews The Talmud says: "If someone comes to kill you, rise up and
kill him first." This instinct to take every measure, even the most aggressive, to defend the
Jewish people is hardwired into Israel's DNA. From the very beginning of its statehood in 1948,
protecting the nation from harm has been the responsibility of its intelligence community and
armed services, and there is one weapon in their vast arsenal that they have relied upon to
thwart the most serious threats: Targeted assassinations have been used countless times, on
enemies large and small, sometimes in response to attacks against the Israeli people and
sometimes preemptively. In this page-turning, eye-opening book, journalist and military analyst
Ronen Bergman--praised by David Remnick as "arguably [Israel's] best investigative
reporter"--offers a riveting inside account of the targeted killing programs: their successes, their
failures, and the moral and political price exacted on the men and women who approved and
carried out the missions. Bergman has gained the exceedingly rare cooperation of many
current and former members of the Israeli government, including Prime Ministers Shimon
Peres, Ehud Barak, Ariel Sharon, and Benjamin Netanyahu, as well as high-level figures in the
country's military and intelligence services: the IDF (Israel Defense Forces), the Mossad (the
world's most feared intelligence agency), Caesarea (a "Mossad within the Mossad" that carries
out attacks on the highest-value targets), and the Shin Bet (an internal security service that
implemented the largest targeted assassination campaign ever, in order to stop what had once
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appeared to be unstoppable: suicide terrorism). Including never-before-reported, behind-thecurtain accounts of key operations, and based on hundreds of on-the-record interviews and
thousands of files to which Bergman has gotten exclusive access over his decades of
reporting, Rise and Kill First brings us deep into the heart of Israel's most secret activities.
Bergman traces, from statehood to the present, the gripping events and thorny ethical
questions underlying Israel's targeted killing campaign, which has shaped the Israeli nation, the
Middle East, and the entire world. "A remarkable feat of fearless and responsible reporting . . .
important, timely, and informative."--John le Carré
Winner of the 2018 National Book Critics Circle Award for Nonfiction Longlisted for the 2018
National Book Award for Nonfiction From the Pulitzer Prize-winning author of Ghost Wars, the
epic and enthralling story of America's intelligence, military, and diplomatic efforts to defeat Al
Qaeda and the Taliban in Afghanistan and Pakistan since 9/11 Prior to 9/11, the United States
had been carrying out small-scale covert operations in Afghanistan, ostensibly in cooperation,
although often in direct opposition, with I.S.I., the Pakistani intelligence agency. While the US
was trying to quell extremists, a highly secretive and compartmentalized wing of I.S.I., known
as "Directorate S," was covertly training, arming, and seeking to legitimize the Taliban, in order
to enlarge Pakistan's sphere of influence. After 9/11, when fifty-nine countries, led by the U. S.,
deployed troops or provided aid to Afghanistan in an effort to flush out the Taliban and Al
Qaeda, the U.S. was set on an invisible slow-motion collision course with Pakistan. Today we
know that the war in Afghanistan would falter badly because of military hubris at the highest
levels of the Pentagon, the drain on resources and provocation in the Muslim world caused by
the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq, and corruption. But more than anything, as Coll makes painfully
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clear, the war in Afghanistan was doomed because of the failure of the United States to
apprehend the motivations and intentions of I.S.I.'s "Directorate S". This was a swirling and
shadowy struggle of historic proportions, which endured over a decade and across both the
Bush and Obama administrations, involving multiple secret intelligence agencies, a litany of
incongruous strategies and tactics, and dozens of players, including some of the most
prominent military and political figures. A sprawling American tragedy, the war was an open
clash of arms but also a covert melee of ideas, secrets, and subterranean violence. Coll
excavates this grand battle, which took place away from the gaze of the American public. With
unsurpassed expertise, original research, and attention to detail, he brings to life a narrative at
once vast and intricate, local and global, propulsive and painstaking. This is the definitive
explanation of how America came to be so badly ensnared in an elaborate, factional, and
seemingly interminable conflict in South Asia. Nothing less than a forensic examination of the
personal and political forces that shape world history, Directorate S is a complete masterpiece
of both investigative and narrative journalism.
The New York Times Bestseller and Winner of the 2015 Army Historical Foundation
Distinguished Writing Award for Unit History Since the attacks of September 11, one
organization has been at the forefront of America's military response. Its efforts turned the tide
against al-Qaida in Iraq, killed Bin Laden and Zarqawi, rescued Captain Phillips and captured
Saddam Hussein. Its commander can direct cruise missile strikes from nuclear submarines
and conduct special operations raids anywhere in the world. Relentless Strike tells the inside
story of Joint Special Operations Command, the secret military organization that during the
past decade has revolutionized counterterrorism, seamlessly fusing intelligence and
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operational skills to conduct missions that hit the headlines, and those that have remained in
the shadows-until now. Because JSOC includes the military's most storied special operations
units-Delta Force, SEAL Team 6, the 75th Ranger Regiment-as well as America's most secret
aviation and intelligence units, this is their story, too. Relentless Strike reveals tensiondrenched meetings in war rooms from the Pentagon to Iraq and special operations battles from
the cabin of an MH-60 Black Hawk to the driver's seat of Delta Force's Pinzgauer vehicles as
they approach their targets. Through exclusive interviews, reporter Sean Naylor uses his
unique access to reveal how an organization designed in the 1980s for a very limited mission
set transformed itself after 9/11 to become the military's premier weapon in the war against
terrorism and how it continues to evolve today.
Another thrilling adventure featuring John Wells, the deep cover CIA operative from the #1
New York Times bestselling author of The Faithful Spy and The Deceivers. John Wells barely
survived his homecoming when it was thought he’d become too close to the terrorists. Though
his wounds have healed, his mind is far from clear. He needs to get back in the fight. And there
is a fight waiting for him. A power play in China is causing chaos around the globe. And even
as Wells does what he does best, a mole within the CIA is preparing to light the final fuse that
will propel an unsuspecting world toward open war and annihilation. And this time, there may
be nothing John Wells can do to stop it...
DAILY TELEGRAPH, ECONOMIST AND INDEPENDENT BOOKS OF THE YEAR Throughout
the 1990s a vast conflict was brewing. The storm broke on September 11th 2001. Since then
much of the world has seen invasions, bombings, battles and riots. Hundreds of thousands of
people have died. Jason Burke, a first-hand witness of many of the conflict's key moments, has
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written the definitive account of its course in his acclaimed book The 9/11 Wars. At once
investigation, reportage and contemporary history, The 9/11 Wars is an essential book for
understanding the dangerous and unstable twenty-first century. Whether reporting on the riots
in France or the attack on Mumbai, suicide bombers in Iraq or British troops fighting in
Helmand, Jason Burke tells the story of a world that changed forever when the hijacked planes
flew out of the brilliant blue sky above Manhattan on September 11th. Reviews: 'The best
overview of the 9/11 decade so far in print' Economist 'A magisterial history of the last decade
... The long patient sentences of The 9/11 Wars are suffused with the melancholy of a man
who has learned a great deal from long exposure to atrocity and folly' Pankaj Mishra, Guardian
'The 9/11 Wars warrants great respect' Metro 'Pacy, well-researched, and packed with telling
anecdotes, this book's strength is in its detailed, balanced overview ... At a time when there are
more books out on terrorism than ever before ... this is likely to be among the best' Sunday
Telegraph '[Burke] is one of the most respected and experienced foreign correspondents in the
business ... A major authority on the politics and organisation of Islamic extremism and ... a
talented writer with the rare gift of joining effortless prose to challenging scholarship ... [The
9/11 Wars] is a magnificent achievement' Irish Times 'A reader wanting a more dispassionate
survey of how 9/11, and the response to it, may have shaped parts of the world will do no
better than invest in [this] brilliant book' David Aaronovitch, The Times 'This remarkably
balanced, well-sourced and very well-written book ... will be turned to in the future ... [Burke]
has demonstrated impressive expertise as a historian who has had the advantage of having
been present on many of the battlefields he describes' Andrew Roberts, Evening Standard '[A]
lucid, sane account ... taut, careful reporting ... Remarkable' Scotsman 'Potent ... journalism of
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a high order. Like all good reporters, Burke is something of a scholar, drawing meticulously on
interview notes years old, and on extensive background reading. He excels, too, in describing
the experiences of ordinary Muslims; such insights make this book essential for understanding
the past decade' Sunday Times About the author: Jason Burke is the South Asia
correspondent for the Guardian. He has reported around the world for both the Guardian and
the Observer. He is the author of two other widely praised books, both published by Penguin:
Al-Qaeda and On the Road to Kandahar. He lives in New Delhi.
History comes alive -- with ghosts! Anderson finds himself drawn to the old trunk of military
relics in the basement of his family's junk shop again. His friends Greg and Julie warn him to
stay away from it, but he can't help himself. This time Anderson discovers an old grenade with
a strange message scratched into it. But an old grenade is dangerous . . . especially when the
ghost of a soldier appears, claiming that it's his lucky grenade from during his service in the
Vietnam War. What does this ghost want from Anderson, Greg, and Julie? Is he here for their
help - or for something more sinister? It's a race against time as the friends work to solve the
mystery!
With relentless media coverage, breathtaking events, and extraordinary congressional and
independent investigations, it is hard to believe that we might not know some of the most
significant facts about the presidency of George W. Bush. Yet beneath the surface events of
the Bush presidency lies a secret history -- a series of hidden events that makes a mockery of
many of the stories on the surface. This hidden history involves domestic spying, abuses of
power, and outrageous operations. It includes a CIA that became caught in a political crossfire
it could not withstand, even against the wishes of the commander-in-chief. It features a
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president who created a sphere of deniability, in which his top aides were briefed on matters of
the utmost sensitivity -- but the president was carefully kept in ignorance. STATE OF WAR
reveals this hidden history for the first time, including scandals that will redefine the Bush
presidency.
Steve Coll's trek across South Asia.
History comes alive -- with ghosts! In the basement of his family's junkshop, Anderson and his
friends Greg and Julie discover a trunk full of old military stuff. Including a battered navy
peacoat from World War II, and when Anderson puts it on he finds a mysterious letter in the
pocket. Curious, he takes the coat and letter home. But that's not all he brings home . . . Later
that evening the ghost of a World War II sailor appears in Anderson's room. Anderson is
completely freaked out. Who is the ghost and why hasn't he crossed over? But most
importantly, what does he want with Anderson? Anderson, Greg, and Julie set out to find the
truth and are soon wrapped up in a mystery that's over seventy years old. But it quickly
becomes a race against the clock as they search to put the clues of sailor's life together before
he vanishes for good. After everything he gave for his country, can Anderson, Julie, and Greg
solve the mystery of the ghost before he disappears forever?
The news-breaking book that has sent schockwaves through the White House, Ghost Wars is
the most accurate and revealing account yet of the CIA's secret involvement in al-Qaeada's
evolution. Prize-winning journalist Steve Coll has spent years reporting from the Middle East,
accessed previously classified government files and interviewed senior US officials and foreign
spymasters. Here he gives the full inside story of the CIA's covert funding of an Islamic jihad
against Soviet forces in Afghanistan, explores how this sowed the seeds of bn Laden's rise,
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traces how he built his global network and brings to life the dramatic battles within the US
government over national security. Above all, he lays bare American intelligence's continual
failure to grasp the rising threat of terrrorism in the years leading to 9/11 - and its devastating
consequences.
Richard Clarke has been one of America's foremost experts on counterterrorism measures for
more than two decades. He has served under four presidents from both parties, beginning in
Ronald Reagan's State Department becoming America's first Counter-terrorism Czar under Bill
Clinton and remaining for the first two years of George W. Bush's administration. He has seen
every piece of intelligence on Al-Qaeda from the beginning; he was in the Situation Room on
September 11th and he knows exactly what has taken place under the United State's new
Department of Homeland Security. Through gripping, thriller-like scenes, he tells the full story
for the first time and explains what the Bush Administration are doing.
The Ghost Army of World War II describes a perfect example of a little-known, highly
imaginative, and daring maneuver that helped open the way for the final drive to Germany. It is
a riveting tale told through personal accounts and sketches along the way—ultimately, a story of
success against great odds. I enjoyed it enormously. – Tom Brokaw In the summer of 1944, a
handpicked group of young GIs—including such future luminaries as Bill Blass, Ellsworth Kelly,
Arthur Singer, Victor Dowd, Art Kane, and Jack Masey—landed in France to conduct a secret
mission. Armed with truckloads of inflatable tanks, a massive collection of sound-effects
records, and more than a few tricks up their sleeves, their job was to create a traveling road
show of deception on the battlefields of Europe, with the German Army as their audience.
From Normandy to the Rhine, the 1,100 men of the 23rd Headquarters Special Troops, known
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as the Ghost Army, conjured up phony convoys, phantom divisions, and make-believe
headquarters to fool the enemy about the strength and location of American units. Between
missions the artists filled their duffel bags with drawings and paintings and dragged them
across Europe. Every move they made was top secret and their story was hushed up for
decades after the war's end. The Ghost Army of World War II is the first publication to tell the
full story of how a traveling road show of artists wielding imagination, paint, and bravado saved
thousands of American lives.
For over 2,500 years, the forbidding territory of Afghanistan has served as a vital crossroads
for armies and has witnessed history-shaping clashes between civilizations: Greek, Arab,
Mongol, and Tartar, and, in more recent times, British, Russian, and American. When U.S.
troops entered Afghanistan in the weeks following September 11, 2001, they overthrew the
Afghan Taliban regime and sent the terrorists it harbored on the run. But America's initial easy
victory is in sharp contrast to the difficulties it faces today in confronting the Taliban
resurgence. Originally published in 2002, Stephen Tanner's Afghanistan has now been
completely updated to include the crucial turn of events since America first entered the country.
Winner of the 2005 Pulitzer Prize “The CIA itself would be hard put to beat his grasp of global
events . . . Deeply satisfying.” —The New York Review of Books From the award-winning and
bestselling author of Directorate S, the explosive first-hand account of America's secret history
in Afghanistan. To what extent did America’s best intelligence analysts grasp the rising thread
of Islamist radicalism? Who tried to stop bin Laden and why did they fail? Comprehensively
and for the first time, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Steve Coll recounts the history of the
covert wars in Afghanistan that fueled Islamic militancy and sowed the seeds of the September
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11 attacks. Based on scrupulous research and firsthand accounts by key government,
intelligence, and military personnel both foreign and American, Ghost Wars details the secret
history of the CIA’s role in Afghanistan (including its covert operations against Soviet troops
from 1979 to 1989), the rise of the Taliban, the emergence of bin Laden, and the failed efforts
by U.S. forces to find and assassinate bin Laden in Afghanistan.
Most trouble spots have some sort of religious component, from Iraq and Afghanistan to Israel
and Palestine. These conflicts are of great geo-political importance and of interest to the US.
Yet, argues Farr, our foreign policy is handicapped by an inability to understand the role of
religion in these places.

A comprehensive analysis of the current Afghanistan War by bestselling writer
and legendary war reporter Sandy Gall
From Pulitzer Prize finalist Annie Jacobsen, the untold USA Today bestselling
story of the CIA's secret paramilitary units. Surprise . . . your target. Kill . . . your
enemy. Vanish . . . without a trace. When diplomacy fails, and war is unwise, the
president calls on the CIA's Special Activities Division, a highly-classified branch
of the CIA and the most effective, black operations force in the world. Originally
known as the president's guerrilla warfare corps, SAD conducts risky and
ruthless operations that have evolved over time to defend America from its
enemies. Almost every American president since World War II has asked the CIA
to conduct sabotage, subversion and, yes, assassination. With unprecedented
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access to forty-two men and women who proudly and secretly worked on CIA
covert operations from the dawn of the Cold War to the present day, along with
declassified documents and deep historical research, Pulitzer Prize finalist Annie
Jacobsen unveils -- like never before -- a complex world of individuals working in
treacherous environments populated with killers, connivers, and saboteurs.
Despite Hollywood notions of off-book operations and external secret hires,
covert action is actually one piece in a colossal foreign policy machine. Written
with the pacing of a thriller, Surprise, Kill, Vanish brings to vivid life the sheer
pandemonium and chaos, as well as the unforgettable human will to survive and
the intellectual challenge of not giving up hope that define paramilitary and
intelligence work. Jacobsen's exclusive interviews -- with members of the CIA's
Senior Intelligence Service (equivalent to the Pentagon's generals), its
counterterrorism chiefs, targeting officers, and Special Activities Division's
Ground Branch operators who conduct today's close-quarters killing operations
around the world -- reveal, for the first time, the enormity of this shocking,
controversial, and morally complex terrain. Is the CIA's paramilitary army
America's weaponized strength, or a liability to its principled standing in the
world? Every operation reported in this book, however unsettling, is legal.
The groundbreaking investigative story of how three successive presidents and
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their military commanders deceived the public year after year about America’s
longest war, foreshadowing the Taliban’s recapture of Afghanistan, by
Washington Post reporter and three-time Pulitzer Prize finalist Craig Whitlock.
Unlike the wars in Vietnam and Iraq, the US invasion of Afghanistan in 2001 had
near-unanimous public support. At first, the goals were straightforward and clear:
to defeat al-Qaeda and prevent a repeat of 9/11. Yet soon after the United States
and its allies removed the Taliban from power, the mission veered off course and
US officials lost sight of their original objectives. Distracted by the war in Iraq, the
US military became mired in an unwinnable guerrilla conflict in a country it did not
understand. But no president wanted to admit failure, especially in a war that
began as a just cause. Instead, the Bush, Obama, and Trump administrations
sent more and more troops to Afghanistan and repeatedly said they were making
progress, even though they knew there was no realistic prospect for an outright
victory. Just as the Pentagon Papers changed the public’s understanding of
Vietnam, The Afghanistan Papers contains startling revelation after revelation
from people who played a direct role in the war, from leaders in the White House
and the Pentagon to soldiers and aid workers on the front lines. In unvarnished
language, they admit that the US government’s strategies were a mess, that the
nation-building project was a colossal failure, and that drugs and corruption
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gained a stranglehold over their allies in the Afghan government. All told, the
account is based on interviews with more than 1,000 people who knew that the
US government was presenting a distorted, and sometimes entirely fabricated,
version of the facts on the ground. Documents unearthed by The Washington
Post reveal that President Bush didn’t know the name of his Afghanistan war
commander—and didn’t want to make time to meet with him. Secretary of
Defense Donald Rumsfeld admitted he had “no visibility into who the bad guys
are.” His successor, Robert Gates, said: “We didn’t know jack shit about alQaeda.” The Afghanistan Papers is a shocking account that will supercharge a
long overdue reckoning over what went wrong and forever change the way the
conflict is remembered.
When a young girl ventures through a hidden door, she finds another life with
shocking similarities to her own. Coraline has moved to a new house with her
parents and she is fascinated by the fact that their 'house' is in fact only half a
house! Divided into flats years before, there is a brick wall behind a door where
once there was a corridor. One day it is a corridor again and the intrepid Coraline
wanders down it. And so a nightmare-ish mystery begins that takes Coraline into
the arms of counterfeit parents and a life that isn't quite right. Can Coraline get
out? Can she find her real parents? Will life ever be the same again?
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While America held its breath in the days immediately following 9/11, a small but
determined group of CIA agents covertly began to change history. This is the
riveting first-person account of the treacherous top-secret mission inside
Afghanistan to set the stage for the defeat of the Taliban and launch the war on
terror. As thrilling as any novel, First In is a uniquely intimate look at a mission
that began the U.S. retaliation against terrorism–and reclaimed the country of
Afghanistan for its people.
From the author of the classic The Wizards of Armageddon and Pulitzer Prize
finalist comes the definitive history of American policy on nuclear war—and
Presidents’ actions in nuclear crises—from Truman to Trump. Fred Kaplan, hailed
by The New York Times as “a rare combination of defense intellectual and
pugnacious reporter,” takes us into the White House Situation Room, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff’s “Tank” in the Pentagon, and the vast chambers of Strategic
Command to bring us the untold stories—based on exclusive interviews and
previously classified documents—of how America’s presidents and generals have
thought about, threatened, broached, and just barely avoided nuclear war from
the dawn of the atomic age until today. Kaplan’s historical research and deep
reporting will stand as the permanent record of politics. Discussing theories that
have dominated nightmare scenarios from Hiroshima and Nagasaki, Kaplan
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presents the unthinkable in terms of mass destruction and demonstrates how the
nuclear war reality will not go away, regardless of the dire consequences.
Just as U. S. soldiers and diplomats pulled out of Afghanistan, supposedly
concluding their role and responsibility in the two-decade conflict, the country fell
to the Taliban. In The Long War, award-winning BBC foreign correspondent
David Loyn uncovers the political and military strategies—and failures—that
prolonged America’s longest war. Three American presidents tried to defeat the
Taliban—sending 150,000 international troops at the war’s peak with a trilliondollar price tag. But early policy mistakes that allowed Osama bin Laden to
escape made the task far more difficult. Deceived by easy victories, they backed
ruthless corrupt local allies and misspent aid. The story of The Long War is told
by the generals who led it through the hardest years of combat as surges of
international troops tried to turn the tide. Generals, which include David Petraeus,
Stanley McChrystal, Joe Dunford and John Allen, were tested in battle as never
before. With the reputation of a “warrior monk,” McChrystal was considered one
of the most gifted military leaders of his generation. He was one of two generals
to be fired in this most public of commands. Holding together the coalition of
countries who joined America’s fight in Afghanistan was just one part of the multidimensional puzzle faced by the generals, as they fought an elusive and
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determined enemy while responsible for thousands of young American and allied
lives. The Long War goes behind the scenes of their command and of the Afghan
government. The fourth president to take on the war, Joe Biden ordered troops to
withdraw in 2021, twenty years after 9/11, just as the Taliban achieved victory,
leaving behind an unstable nation and an unforeseeable future.
A national bestseller, this extraordinary work of investigative reporting uncovers
the identities, and the remarkable stories, of the CIA secret agents who died
anonymously in the service of their country. In the entrance of the CIA
headquarters looms a huge marble wall into which seventy-one stars are carvedeach representing an agent who has died in the line of duty. Official CIA records
only name thirty-five of them, however. Undeterred by claims that revealing the
identities of these "nameless stars" might compromise national security, Ted Gup
sorted through thousands of documents and interviewed over 400 CIA officers in
his attempt to bring their long-hidden stories to light. The result of this
extraordinary work of investigation is a surprising glimpse at the real lives of
secret agents, and an unprecedented history of the most compelling—and
controversial—department of the US government.
From its founding in the aftermath of World War II, the Central Intelligence
Agency has been discovered in the midst of some of the most crucial-and most
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embarrassing-episodes in United States relations with the world. Safe for
Democracy for the first time places the story of the CIA's covert operations
squarely in the context of America's global quest for democratic values and
institutions. National security historian John Prados offers a comprehensive
history of the CIA's secret wars that is as close to a definitive account as is
possible today.
In the violent world of radical extremists, "the enemy of my enemy is my friend." This
study reveals how that precept plays out in the unexpected bonding between militant
Islam and the extreme right in America and Europe. It provides an insightful and sane
look at the possibilities for collaboration between these groups.
The rise and rise of the Bin Laden family is one of the great stories of the twentieth
century; its repercussions have already deeply marked the twenty-first. Until now,
however, it is a story that has never been fully told, as the Bin Ladens have
successfully fended off attempts to understand the family circles from which Osama
sprang. In this the family has been abetted by the kingdom it calls home, Saudi Arabia,
one of the most closed societies on earth. Steve Coll’s The Bin Ladens: An Arabian
Family in the American Century is the groundbreaking history of a family and its fortune.
It chronicles a young illiterate Yemeni bricklayer, Mohamed Bin Laden, who went to the
new, oil-rich country of Saudi Arabia and quickly became a vital figure in its
development, building great mosques and highways and making himself and many of
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his children millionaires. It is also a story of the Saudi royal family, whom the Bin
Ladens served loyally and without whose capricious favor they would have been
nothing. And it is a story of tensions and contradictions in a country founded on extreme
religious purity, which then became awash in oil money and dazzled by the temptations
of the West. In only two generations the Bin Ladens moved from a famine-stricken
desert canyon to luxury jets, yachts, and private compounds around the world, even
going into business with Hollywood celebrities. These religious and cultural gyrations
resulted in everything from enthusiasm for America—exemplified by Osama’s free-living
pilot brother Salem—to an overwhelming determination to destroy it. The Bin Ladens is a
meticulously researched, colorful, shocking, entertaining, and disturbing narrative of
global integration and its limitations. It encapsulates the unsettling contradictions of
globalization in the story of a single family who has used money, mobility, and
technology to dramatically varied ends.
«???????????? ???» – ??????? ???????? ??? ????????? ???? ?????????, ?????????
?????????? ??????? ??????? ???????, ????? ? ?????? ???????? ??????? ????? ? ?????
????. ???? ???????, ???????? ? ??????????? ???? ??????? ?????, ??????? ????????? ?
?????, ???????????? ? ??????, ?? ?????????? ? ????-?????????? ? ??? ????????.
?????? ???? ????????? ? ?????????? ????????, ? ???? ???????? ??????????? ??????,
? ???? ???? ?????? ????? ????????, ? ??? ????? ??????? ???????????? ????????? ???,
??????????? ??????, ???? ? ??????? ??????-?? ????????. ??????? ???? ? ????????
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??????, ??????? ???????? ??????. ?? ??? ????? ?????? ???? ?????????? ?????? ?
????? ?? ????? ??, ??? ????????? ??? ?????????.. ???????, ??? ?? ????????????
?????? ? ????????...
A New York Times–bestselling author’s “superbly reported” account of the dismantling
of the world’s largest corporation (The Washington Post). Written by the two-time
Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Ghost Wars and Private Empire, The Deal of the
Century chronicles the decade-long war for control of AT&T. When the US Department
of Justice brought an antitrust lawsuit against AT&T in 1974, the telecommunications
giant held a monopoly on phone service throughout the country. Over the following
decade, an army of lawyers, executives, politicians, and judges spent countless hours
clashing over what amounted to the biggest corporate breakup in American history.
From boardroom to courtroom, Steve Coll untangles the myriad threads of this complex
and critical case and gives readers “an excellent behind-the-scenes look” at the human
drama involved in the remaking of an entire industry (The Philadelphia Inquirer). Hailed
by the New York Times Book Review as “rich, intricate and convincing,” The Deal of
the Century is the definitive narrative of a momentous turning point in the way America
does business.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning intelligence reporter presents a narrative account of a
mysterious Jordanian agent that describes how he infiltrated both al-Qaeda and the CIA
before killing himself and seven CIA operatives in a suicide bombing, an event that
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revealed sobering agency weaknesses. Reprint.
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